Temenos Innovation Jams 2018

RULES FOR ENTRY

There are between 7 and 14 slots available for each regional innovation jam. All FinTech companies, marketplace providers, and Temenos partners are welcome to apply for a place subject to the rules indicated here:

ENTRIES

- You must enter before 9 February 2018
- You can only enter one regional event and therefore must choose between:
  - Amsterdam
  - Dublin
  - Geneva
  - London
  - Miami
  - Abu Dhabi
  - Hong Kong
- You can include links to videos, widgets, or apps to explain your entry
- You can only enter a working product or prototype
- You must choose a category for your entry:
  - Business Enablement
  - Crypto
  - Data/ Artificial Intelligence
  - Digital Engagement
  - Financial Inclusion
  - Fraud and Security
  - Infrastructure
  - Payments
  - RegTech
  - Savings
  - Testing
  - Wealth
- You must submit a walk-through style video demonstrating your product/prototype of no more than 7 minutes in length for review purposes.
REGIONAL DEMOS

- Successful entries will need to be available for a 30 min pre-event call with the organizers before the demos
- At the Regional demos:
  - Each demo must be 7 minutes or under – A buzzer will indicate when your time is up
  - Only two people allowed on stage to present the demo
  - Powerpoint slides are discouraged and should be kept to a minimum
- There will be one winner per event who will be selected by the audience votes

THE GRAND FINAL

Winners from the regional rounds will each receive 2 free tickets to attend the Temenos Community Forum; an event predicted to host over 1,200 financial professionals (Tickets valued at c. USD 2,000). Spaces at TCF are limited and we are only able to offer the regional winners a place.

- At the Grand Final demo:
  - Each demo must be 7 minutes or under – A buzzer will indicate when your time is up
  - Only two people allowed on stage to present the demo
  - Powerpoint slides discouraged
  - The innovation jam winner will be chosen by audience and judges’ vote at the final.

OVERALL INNOVATION JAM WINNER

The two winners will be awarded prizes in front of the 1,200 audience (the final will also be live-streamed). The winner will also be invited to a press lunch and to other promotional activities following the final.

Additional information:

All entries will be judged on the following criteria:

1. Innovation
2. Relevance for Financial Services
3. Relevance for Temenos Customers
4. Wow factor

Relevancy for bank customers

Why is this relevant to Temenos Customers? Banks’ relationship with fintech start-ups has changed over recent years. The overwhelming majority of Temenos customers want to work with fintech companies, but they struggle either because it is difficult to assess all of the fintech companies that exist and because their procurement processes do not allow them to move fast or to work easily with small companies. This is where the Temenos MarketPlace steps in: we curate the best fintech companies and we certify and integrate them with the Temenos platform, helping them to more easily navigate banks’ procurement processes.
**Wow factor**

Preference will be given to demos demonstrating:

- a complete financial services solution or product offering
- that the solution is connected or could be connected to one of the supported Temenos interfaces (widgets, apps, apis, or events) – For further details, please check the Products and Services section on our website
- that the solution generates revenue, competitive advantage, enriches the customer experience or creates cost savings for a financial institution

**Temenos MarketPlace**

*MarketPlace membership is valued at USD 4,000 per annum. Winner of all of the Jams will receive free membership. The membership includes:

- a shared sandbox environment in the cloud for the development and testing of the apps, prior to publishing
- access to the documentation and development tools such as the user experience environment Edge IDE and the Temenos design studio
- access to the developer forum
- access to the MarketPlace community platform for product searching and market research the ability to submit Apps for certification and publication into MarketPlace
- the promotion of your apps on the MarketPlace webstore, all searchable by Google
- the promotion of your apps by Temenos – Sales and marketing activities – to existing customers and prospects

**Visiting TCF**

If you are invited to attend TCF in Dublin in May 2018, Temenos will provide you with 2 free non-transferable tickets for the event. Tickets cover accommodation and entry to TCF.

If you require any additional information, or have any questions regarding the Innovation Jam Series, please contact Michèle Anglade (manglade@temenos.com).